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State discrimination is a useful test problem with which to clarify the power and limitations of
different classes of measurement. We consider the problem of discriminating between given states
of a bi-partite quantum system via sequential measurement of the subsystems, with classical feed-
forward of measurement results. Our aim is to understand when sequential measurements, which
are relatively easy to implement experimentally, perform as well, or almost as well as optimal joint
measurements, which are in general more technologically challenging. We construct conditions that
the optimal sequential measurement must satisfy, analogous to the well-known Helstrom conditions
for minimum error discrimination in the unrestricted case. We give several examples and compare
the optimal probability of correctly identifying the state via global versus sequential measurement
strategies.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of quantum state discrimination is most
naturally thought of as a task in quantum communica-
tions, although it also has applications elsewhere in quan-
tum information theory and quantum metrology [1–5].
The communications scenario is as follows: a sender, tra-
ditionally called Alice, chooses a quantum state ρi drawn
from a given set {ρj} with associated a priori probabil-
ities {pj}, and sends a system prepared in this state to
a receiver, Bob. Bob knows the allowed set of states and
their associated probabilities, and his task is to determine
which state was sent, thereby recovering the message sent
by Alice. The task was first considered in the pioneer-
ing work of Helstrom, Holevo, and others in the late 60s
and 70s [6–12]. Various strategies exist, each optimising
a different figure of merit (see e.g. [10, 13–20]), and for
arguably the simplest such figure, minimising the proba-
bility of error in identifying the state, necessary and suf-
ficient conditions for a quantum measurement strategy
to be optimal are known [8, 9].
More recently, state discrimination has proved a useful
test problem with which to clarify the power and lim-
itations of different classes of measurement. For infor-
mation encoded across multiple quantum systems, the
ability to measure jointly is strictly more powerful (but in
general technologically more challenging) than the ability
to measure each subsystem independently, even if many
rounds of classical communication between systems are
allowed. Intuitively, one might expect the difference in
performance to be more pronounced when information is
encoded in entangled states. That this is not necessarily
the case was first revealed through two state discrimi-
nation problems. The first, so-called “non-locality with-
out entanglement”, gave a set of multi-partite orthogo-
nal product states between which perfect discrimination
is not possible using only local measurements and clas-
sical communication [21]. The second, complementary
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and no less surprising, showed that any two orthogonal
pure states, regardless of entanglement or multi-partite
structure, may be perfectly discriminated using only se-
quential measurement, i.e. local measurement on each
system, with classical feed-forward [22]. This was later
extended to show that any two in general non-orthogonal
pure states may be discriminated optimally by sequential
measurement of the subsystems, according to the com-
monly used minimum error [23] and unambiguous dis-
crimination strategies [24–26].
Beyond the two state examples, the situation becomes
much less clear: for the next simplest example of discrim-
inating three possible qubit states given two copies, it was
postulated by Peres and Wootters in 1991 that local mea-
surement was strictly weaker than joint measurement on
both copies [27], and only twenty years later was it fi-
nally proved that such a gap exists for this problem, for
the minimum error strategy [28].
In this paper we consider sequential measurements on
a bi-partite system; i.e. subsystem A and B are mea-
sured in turn, and the choice of measurement performed
on subsystem B is allowed to depend in general on the
result of measurement of A. This is often a physically
relevant class of measurement; for example if A and B
are in different labs it is easy to imagine that feedfor-
ward of measurement results from lab A to lab B would
be practical but many rounds of classical communication
could become unfeasible. Alternatively if A and B inter-
act only weakly or not at all (e.g. photons), joint mea-
surements are difficult to perform, while classical feed-
forward from one detector to another apparatus is rel-
atively easily achieved with current technology (see e.g.
[29] for such an experiment in the state discrimination
context). It is natural then to ask how well information
can be retrieved with this restriction on the measurement
strategy that may be employed. Further, implementa-
tions of joint measurement strategies for extracting in-
formation may provide applications for small quantum
processors [30], and it is useful to understand when the
additional experimental challenge of joint measurement
may provide a significant advantage over local measure-
ment strategies. For simplicity, we restrict to bipartite
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2instead of the more general multipartite state discrimi-
nation.
We begin with the case where the bipartite state is
simply a two-copy state. We construct necessary condi-
tions that a given sequential measurement must satisfy to
be optimal in the sense of minimising the error in deter-
mining the state, analogous to the well-known Helstrom
conditions [8, 9]. We further find a condition which is
both necessary and sufficient, but which requires optimi-
sation over an arbitrary measurement on one subsystem.
We illustrate the two-copy case through the example of
the trine states considered in [27, 28], and give the prob-
abilities of correctly identifying the state for sequential
and global strategies, as well as discussing features of the
optimal measurements in each case.
We extend the discussion to arbitrary bi-partite states,
and as an example give the optimal sequential strategies
for discriminating three Bell states, and for discriminat-
ing the so-called domino states introduced by Bennett et
al. in [21]. Finally we discuss an interpretation for our
necessary and sufficient condition in terms of a related
discrimination problem.
II. REVIEW: HELSTROM CONDITIONS
We first recall the minimum error problem, where there
are no restrictions on the allowed measurement: a quan-
tum system is prepared in one of a known set of states
{ρi} with associated probabilities {pi}. Any physically
allowed measurement may be represented by a POVM
(positive operator-valued measure) [31], also referred to
as a POM (probability operator measure) [11], that is, a
set of Hermitian operators {pii} satisfying:
pii ≥ 0,∑
i
pii = 1.
For a measurement described by operators {pii}, if out-
come i is taken to indicate state ρi, the probability of
correctly identifying the state is given by:
Pcorr =
∑
i
piTr(ρipii). (1)
The operators {pii} describing the optimal measurement
satisfy the following conditions [5, 8, 9, 32]:∑
i
piρipii − pjρj ≥ 0, ∀j (2)
pii(piρi − pjρj)pij = 0, ∀i, j. (3)
It is worth noting that the conditions are not indepen-
dent, as the second follows from the first. Condition (3)
may be thought of as analogous to the condition in an
optimisation problem that the first derivative vanish at a
stationary point, while condition (2) is analogous to the
second derivative condition: it is the sign of the second
derivative which determines whether the corresponding
point is a local maximum or local minumum. Condition
(3) is therefore necessary but not sufficient for {pii} to
be an optimal measurement, however (2) is both neces-
sary and sufficient. We give here a sketch of the proof,
following the treatment of [32], which is extended to the
sequential case in the rest of the paper.
If {pii} is optimal then for all other physically allowed
measurements {pi′i} we require
Pcorr({pii}) ≥ Pcorr({pi′i}).
From this we obtain∑
i
piTr(ρipii)−
∑
j
pjTr(ρjpi
′
j) ≥ 0
∑
j
Tr
[(∑
i
piρipii − pjρj
)
pi′j
]
≥ 0. (4)
Note that for positive operators A, B it is always true
that Tr(AB) ≥ 0, which may be seen by evaluating the
trace in the eigenbasis of A:
Tr (AB) =
∑
i
〈ai|AB|ai〉 =
∑
i
ai〈ai|B|ai〉 ≥ 0, (5)
where ai ≥ 0 are the eigenvalues of A, {|ai〉} are the
eigenkets of A, and the inequality follows from the pos-
itivity of B. As pi′j is a positive operator it is therefore
clear that condition (2) is sufficient in order for the in-
equality (4) to be satisfied. That this condition is also
necessary may be shown by introducing the Hermitian
operators
Gj =
∑
i
pi
1
2
{ρi, pii} − pjρj .
Now if ∃|λ〉 such that 〈λ|Gj |λ〉 < 0, the variation
pi′i = (1− |λ〉〈λ|)pii(1− |λ〉〈λ|) + (2 + )|λ〉〈λ|δij (6)
results in a measurement with higher probability of suc-
cess than {pii}, which therefore cannot be an optimal
measurement. Finally it is possible to show [32] that∑
j
Gjpij = 0
and thus ∑
i
pi
1
2
{ρi, pii} =
∑
j
pjρjpij .
Thus the requirement Gj ≥ 0 reduces to condition (2),
which is therefore both necessary and sufficient.
It is useful to denote Γ =
∑
i piρipii. We finish by
noting that for an optimal measurement {pi′j}, we require
Pcorr = Tr(Γ) =
∑
j
pjTr(ρjpi
′
j),
3and therefore ∑
j
Tr((Γ− pjρj)pi′j) = 0.
As discussed above, for positive operators A, B,
Tr(AB) ≥ 0, and it is clear from eqn (5) that equal-
ity holds if and only if AB = 0. Thus we require that
each term in the sum be identically zero, which further
requires
(Γ− pjρj)pi′j = 0, ∀j (7)
for any optimal measurement {pi′j}. This is an alternative
necessary (but not sufficient) condition, and is sometimes
useful for finding optimal measurements. It also implies,
on summing over j, that Γ is unique, Γ =
∑
j pjρjpi
′
j for
any optimal {pi′j} (see also [33]).
III. TWO COPY STATE DISCRIMINATION
WITH SEQUENTIAL MEASUREMENT
A. Necessary conditions
Now let us consider the two copy case, with sequential
measurement. Suppose therefore we are provided with
two copies of a state drawn from a known set {ρi} with
associated probabilities {pi}. The allowed measurement
procedures are as follows: make a measurement described
by some POVM {MAj } on system A; given outcome j
make a measurement on system B, as shown in the tree
in Figure 1. As the choice of measurement on system B
FIG. 1. Probability tree showing sequential measurement no-
tation: the measurement described by POVM {Mj} is per-
formed on system A. Given outcome j, the measurement
described by POVM {Ni|j} is performed on system B.
can in general depend on the outcome of measurement
on A, we denote the associated POVM {NBi|j}, where for
all i and j, NBi|j ≥ 0 and for each j∑
i
NBi|j = 1
B .
The measurement on the joint AB system is thus of the
form {pii =
∑
jM
A
j ⊗NBi|j}, with the probability of cor-
rectly identifying the state given by:
Pcorr =
∑
ij
piTrAB
(
ρAi ⊗ ρBi MAj ⊗NBi|j
)
=
∑
ij
piTrA
(
ρAi M
A
j
)
TrB
(
ρBi N
B
i|j
)
. (8)
In the following we drop the superscripts A, B, whenever
it is not confusing to do so. We begin by pointing out
that each of {Mj}, {Ni|j} may be interpreted as an op-
timal measurement for an appropriately defined discrim-
ination problem, as follows. We first note that, given
measurement result j on system A, we can update the
probabilities as follows, using Bayes’ rule:
P(i|Mj) = P(i,Mj)
P(Mj)
=
piTrA(ρiMj)∑
k pkTrA(ρkMj)
= pi|j . (9)
Thus given result j on system A, the possible states {ρi}
of system B occur with probabilities pi|j . Clearly {Ni|j}
should thus be optimal for discriminating the states ρi
with the updated priors pi|j , and thus a necessary condi-
tion is ∑
i
pi|jρiNi|j − pk|jρk ≥ 0, ∀k,
or equivalently, using eqn. (9):∑
i
piTrA(ρiMj)ρiNi|j − pkTrA(ρkMj)ρk ≥ 0, ∀k,
(10)
which must hold for each j. This set of conditions is
necessary, but not sufficient (we haven’t done any opti-
misation over Mj). Finally, summing over j gives:
TrA
∑
i,j
pi(ρi ⊗ ρi)(Mj ⊗Ni|j)− pkρk ⊗ ρk
 ≥ 0, ∀k,
(11)
which is rather similar to the Helstrom condition (2), but
with a partial trace over system A.
Conversely, we can re-write eqn (8) as follows:
Pcorr =
∑
j
TrA
(∑
i
piTrB
(
ρBi N
B
i|j
)
ρAi M
A
j
)
=
∑
j
cjTrA
(
σAj M
A
j
)
,
where we have defined:
σAj =
∑
i piTrB
(
ρBi N
B
i|j
)
ρAi∑
k pkTrB
(
ρBk N
B
k|j
) , (12)
cj =
∑
i
piTrB
(
ρBi N
B
i|j
)
. (13)
4We can interpret the trace one operators {σj} as den-
sity operators, and if we further define probabilities
qj = cj/ (
∑
i ci), it follows that {MAj } must be opti-
mal for discriminating the states {σAj } with probabilities
{qj}. The Helstrom condition (2) then gives:∑
j
qjσ
A
j M
A
j − qkσAk ≥ 0,
which may be re-written as:
∑
j
(∑
i
piTrB
(
ρBi N
B
i|j
)
ρAi
)
MAj
−
∑
i
piTrB
(
ρBi N
B
i|k
)
ρAi ≥ 0. (14)
Finally we obtain
TrB
∑
ij
pi(ρ
A
i ⊗ ρBi )(MAj ⊗NBi|j)
−
∑
i
pi(ρ
A
i ⊗ ρBi )(1A ⊗NBi|k)
)
≥ 0. (15)
Again, this is necessary, but not sufficient (this time we
haven’t done any optimisation over Ni|j). One might
hope that the conditions (10,15) when taken together
are also sufficient, and could then imagine that it may
be possible to construct an iterative procedure for nu-
merical solution of the optimization problem. However,
this turns out not to be the case; we will return to this
point later. Each of conditions (10,15) however have a
clear interpretation; note that it might have been ex-
pected that {NBi|j} should be optimal for the updated
priors given measurement of A; that MAj plays a com-
plementary role for a different discrimination problem is
less obvious a priori. We return to give an interpretation
of this discrimination problem later.
B. A necessary and sufficient condition
We now turn to the problem of simultaneously opti-
mising both the measurement on A and that on system
B. We find that the condition∑
i,j
piTrB(ρiNi|j)ρiMj −
∑
k
pkTrB(ρkN˜k)ρk ≥ 0 (16)
where {N˜k} is any physically allowed measurement on
system B is both necessary and sufficient for optimality
of {pii =
∑
jMj⊗Ni|j}. Unfortunately this still contains
an arbitrary measurement on system B, and thus is not
as readily applicable as the original Helstrom conditions
to verify optimality of a candidate measurement. Nev-
ertheless we will give examples in which it can be used
to prove optimality analytically. We also note that the
inclusion of an arbitrary measurement on one subsystem
means that analysis beyond the bipartite case becomes
complicated and our method is not readily extended to
multipartite discrimination.
We begin by proving sufficiency of condition (16). If
{pii =
∑
jMj ⊗ Ni|j} is optimal among sequential mea-
surements, we require
TrAB
∑
i,j
pi(ρi ⊗ ρi)(Mj ⊗Ni|j)
 ≥
TrAB
∑
k,l
pk(ρk ⊗ ρk)(M ′l ⊗N ′k|l)
 ,
for all {pi′k =
∑
lM
′
l ⊗ N ′k|l}. Inserting the identity∑
lM
′
l ⊗ 1 and re-arranging gives
∑
l
TrAB
∑
i,j
pi(ρi ⊗ ρi)(Mj ⊗Ni|j)
−
∑
k
pk(ρk ⊗ ρk)(1⊗N ′k|l)
)
M ′l
]
≥ 0,
∑
l
TrA
∑
i,j
piTrB(ρiNi|j)ρiMj
−
∑
k
pkTrB(ρkN
′
k|l)ρk
)
M ′l
]
≥ 0.
Condition (16) is therefore sufficient, if {N˜k} is any al-
lowed measurement on B.
That condition (16) is also necessary may be seen as
follows: as in the unrestricted case, we introduce the
manifestly Hermitian operator:
ΓAsym =
∑
i,j
piTrB
(
ρiNi|j
) 1
2
{ρi,Mj}.
Suppose now that there exists some |λ〉 and some {N˜k}
such that
〈λ|ΓAsym −
∑
k
pkTrB(ρkN˜k)ρk|λ〉 < 0.
We can construct a variation of {pii =
∑
jMj ⊗Ni|j} as
follows:
M ′j = (1− |λ〉〈λ|)Mj(1− |λ〉〈λ|), 0 ≤ j < n
N ′i|j = Ni|j , 0 ≤ j < n
Mn = (2 + )|λ〉〈λ|,
Ni|n = N˜i,
where 0 <  1. Note that if {MAj } has n outcomes, the
primed measurement on system A has n + 1 outcomes.
5Now note that
Pcorr
(
{M ′j ⊗N ′i|j}
)
= Pcorr
({Mj ⊗Ni|j})
−TrAB
∑
i,j
piρi ⊗ ρi (|λ〉〈λ|Mj +Mj |λ〉〈λ|)⊗Ni|j

+2TrAB
(∑
i
piρi ⊗ ρi(|λ〉〈λ| ⊗ N˜i)
)
+O(2)
= Pcorr
({Mj ⊗Ni|j})
−2〈λ|ΓAsym −
∑
i
piTrB(ρiN˜i)ρi|λ〉+O(2)
> Pcorr
({Mj ⊗Ni|j}) .
Finally we note that, by virtue of the fact that {Mj} is
an optimal measurement for discriminating the states σj ,
it follows that ΓAsym = Γ
A, where ΓA is defined as:
ΓA =
∑
i,j
piTrB
(
ρiNi|j
)
ρiMj .
Thus we require
ΓA −
∑
k
pkTrB
(
ρkN˜k
)
ρk ≥ 0,
which completes our proof.
IV. EXAMPLE: THE DOUBLE TRINE
ENSEMBLE
As an example we consider the so-called double trine
ensemble: two copies of the trine states, for which ρj =
|ψj〉〈ψj |, and
|ψj〉 = 1√
2
(
|0〉+ e2piji/3|1〉
)
.
These each occur with prior probabilities pj =
1
3 , and
have the symmetry property
|ψj〉 = U j |ψ0〉
where U is a rotation of 2pi3 around the z-axis in the Bloch
sphere.
A. Optimal sequential measurement
For the two-copy case, Chitambar and Hsieh [28]
showed that the optimal sequential measurement rules
out one state of the three in the first step, and corre-
sponds to the Helstrom measurement to distinguish be-
tween the remaining two states in the second step. We
first briefly present this optimal measurement, and then
use it to demonstrate our conditions.
The optimal sequential measurement thus makes the
measurement {Mj = 23 |ψ⊥j 〉〈ψ⊥j |} on the first copy, where
the states {|ψ⊥j 〉} form the so-called anti-trine ensemble:
|ψ⊥j 〉 =
1√
2
(
|0〉 − e2piji/3|1〉
)
.
Following this measurement, the updated priors become
pi|j = 12 (1 − δij), and {Ni|j} is then the optimal mea-
surement to distinguish the two remaining equiprobable
pure states {|ψi〉, |ψk〉, i 6= j 6= k}. This is a case of the
well-known Helstrom measurement, and is a projective
measurement in a basis located symmetrically around the
signal states (see e.g. [1]). Thus for i = j, Ni|j = 0, and
for i 6= j we denote Ni|j = |φi|j〉〈φi|j |, where
|φ1|0〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉+ i|1〉) ,
|φ2|0〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉 − i|1〉) ,
|φ0|1〉 = 1√
2
(
|0〉+ eipi/6|1〉
)
= U |φ2|0〉,
|φ2|1〉 = 1√
2
(
|0〉 − eipi/6|1〉
)
= U |φ1|0〉,
|φ0|2〉 = 1√
2
(
|0〉+ e−ipi/6|1〉
)
= U2|φ1|0〉,
|φ1|2〉 = 1√
2
(
|0〉 − e−ipi/6|1〉
)
= U2|φ2|0〉.
These states, along with the trine and anti-trine states
are shown in the Bloch sphere picture in Figure 2.
FIG. 2. Trine and anti-trine states shown in the equator of
the Bloch sphere (left). Bases defined by the optimal Hel-
strom measurements in step two of the optimal sequential
measurement procedure for discriminating the two-copy trine
ensemble (right).
B. Necessary and sufficient conditions
We now use this strategy to illustrate the conditions
presented in the previous section. From the symmetry
we find that Tr(ρiNi|j) = pH(1 − δij), for all i, j, where
6pH is the probability of success of the Helstrom mea-
surement distinguishing between two equiprobable states
with overlap |〈ψi|ψk〉| = |〈ψ0|ψ1〉| = 1/2, i.e. from [11]:
pH =
1
2
(
1 +
√
1− |〈ψ0|ψ1〉|2
)
=
1
2
(
1 +
√
3
2
)
.
By construction, this measurement strategy satisfies con-
dition (10). To evaluate (15) and the necessary and suf-
ficient condition (16), we first calculate ΓA:
ΓA =
∑
i,j
piTr
(
ρiNi|j
)
ρiMj
=
∑
i,j
1
3
pH(1− δij) (|ψi〉〈ψi|)
(
2
3
|ψ⊥j 〉〈ψ⊥j |
)
=
1
3
pH
(∑
i
|ψi〉〈ψi|
)∑
j
2
3
|ψ⊥j 〉〈ψ⊥j |

=
1
2
pH1 =
1
4
(
1 +
√
3
2
)
1,
where in the last line we have used
∑
j
2
3 |ψ⊥j 〉〈ψ⊥j | =∑
j
2
3 |ψj〉〈ψj | = 1. We first show that the strategy satis-
fies condition (15). We obtain∑
i
piTr
(
ρiNi|j
)
ρAi =
1
3
∑
i
pH(1− δij)ρi
=
1
2
pH
(
1− 2
3
ρj
)
from which it is clear that condition (15) is satisfied for
each j. Finally, to prove that this is indeed the opti-
mal strategy, we must show that it satisfies the necessary
and sufficient condition (16). As we have shown that ΓA
is proportional to the identity, this amounts to showing
that for any allowed measurement {N˜k} on system B,
the largest eigenvalue of the operator∑
k
pkTr
(
ρkN˜k
)
ρk
is bounded by 12pH =
1
4
(
1 +
√
3
2
)
. The proof that this
holds is straight-forward but needs a few steps, and the
details are given in appendix A.
The probability of correctly identifying the state using
the optimal sequential measurement is given by
Pseqcorr = Tr(Γ
A) = pH =
1
2
(
1 +
√
3
2
)
' 0.933.
C. Comparison of global and sequential schemes
For comparison we recall the globally optimal mea-
surement strategy, also discussed in [28]. Recall the dou-
ble trine ensemble satisfies |ψi〉|ψi〉 = (U ⊗ U)i|ψ0〉|ψ0〉,
where U is a rotation of 2pi3 around the z-axis in the
Bloch sphere. For sets with such symmetry the optimal
measurement was shown by Ban et al to be given by the
so-called square-root measurement [34] (also known as
the “pretty-good measurement” [35]). In this case, the
optimal measurement corresponds to a projective mea-
surement, with operators {Πj = |Φj〉〈Φj |}, where
|Φj〉 = 1√
3
(
|0〉|0〉+ e2piji/3 1√
2
(|01〉+ |10〉)
+e4piji/3|1〉|1〉
)
. (17)
The probability of correctly identifying the state is
Pglobcorr =
1
2
+
√
2
3
' 0.971.
Note that the probability of identifying the state cor-
rectly achieved by the optimal sequential measurement is
greater than 96% of that achieved by the optimal global
measurement. In systems where joint measurement is
technologically challenging it is thus perhaps difficult to
argue that the additional experimental effort is merited
by the improvement in performance in this case.
We comment finally on the optimal sequential mea-
surement as an approximation to the optimal global
measurement. For the optimal sequential measurement,
given above, we obtain
pi0 =
2
3
(|ψ⊥1 〉〈ψ⊥1 | ⊗ |φ0|1〉〈φ0|1|
+|ψ⊥2 〉〈ψ⊥2 | ⊗ |φ0|2〉〈φ0|2|
)
pi1 = (U ⊗ U)pi0(U ⊗ U)† (18)
pi2 = (U ⊗ U)2pi0((U ⊗ U)†)2
Considering pi0, after a little algebra we find
|ψ⊥1 〉 ⊗ |φ0|1〉 =
1
2
e−pii/12
[√
1 + 2 cos2
pi
12
|α0〉
+i
√
1 + 2 sin2
pi
12
|β0〉
]
|ψ⊥2 〉 ⊗ |φ0|2〉 =
1
2
epii/12
[√
1 + 2 cos2
pi
12
|α0〉
−i
√
1 + 2 sin2
pi
12
|β0〉
]
where
|α0〉 =
(
1 + 2 cos2
pi
12
)−1/2 (
cos
pi
12
|00〉
+
1√
2
(|01〉+ |10〉) + cos pi
12
|11〉
)
|β0〉 =
(
1 + 2 sin2
pi
12
)−1/2 (
sin
pi
12
|00〉
+
1√
2
(|01〉 − |10〉)− sin pi
12
|11〉
)
.
7Thus we can write
pi0 =
1
3
(
1 + 2 cos2
pi
12
)
|α0〉〈α0|
+
1
3
(
1 + 2 sin2
pi
12
)
|β0〉〈β0|
=
1
3
(
2 +
√
3
2
)
|α0〉〈α0|
+
1
3
(
2−
√
3
2
)
|β0〉〈β0|.
Note that 〈α0|β0〉 = 0, and hence this is the eigen-
decomposition of the operator. We further note that
|β0〉 is orthogonal to the signal state |ψ0〉|ψ0〉 and thus
does not contribute to the probability of identifying the
state. The remaining eigenvector |α0〉 is an approxima-
tion to |Φ0〉, the state onto which the optimal global
measurement projects; an amazingly good one in fact:
it turns out |〈α0|Φ0〉|2 = 0.9997. Due to the weight-
ing factor, the overlap between |Φ0〉 and pi0 is given by
〈Φ0|pi0|Φ0〉 = 13
(
2 +
√
3
2
)
|〈α0|Φ0〉|2 = 0.9551.
The state |Φ0〉 is thus very close to a superposition of
|ψ⊥1 〉⊗ |φ0|1〉 and |ψ⊥2 〉⊗ |φ0|2〉, with appropriate normal-
isation:
|Φ0〉 ' |α0〉 =
(
1 + 2 cos2
pi
12
)−1/2 (
epii/12|ψ⊥1 〉 ⊗ |φ0|1〉
+e−pii/12|ψ⊥2 〉 ⊗ |φ0|2〉
)
.
The optimal sequential measurement, on the other hand,
is formed from a mixture of projectors onto these same
states. It gives additional information – one state is ruled
out with certainty – at the expense of a slightly lower
probability of success.
D. A non-optimal sequential measurement
The example of the trine states is further illuminat-
ing, as there exists another measurement strategy which
satisfies both necessary conditions (10) and (15), but
which is not an optimal strategy, thus demonstrating that
these two conditions, when taken together, are not suffi-
cient to define the optimal measurement. This strategy
is to perform the optimal minimum error measurement
at each step, with Bayesian update of the probabilities
in between measurements. Note that such a strategy is
known to be optimal (in fact performs as well as the
best joint measurement) for a different set of states -
the case of just two pure states [36, 37]. For the trine
states, the measurement is as follows: {Mj} is the opti-
mal one-copy minimum error measurement, which con-
sists of weighted projectors onto the trine states them-
selves [11, 34], Mj =
2
3 |ψj〉〈ψj |. Note that for the trine
states |〈ψi|ψj〉|2 = 14 (1 + 3δij), and thus the updated
priors upon obtaining outcome j are, using equation (9):
pi|j =
2
3 |〈ψi|ψj〉|2
2
3
∑
k |〈ψk|ψj〉|2
=
1
6
+
1
2
δij
For each j, the states with these probabilities have so-
called mirror symmetry – the set is invariant under re-
flection about |ψj〉. For such a set, the minimum error
problem was considered by Andersson et al [38]: using
their results we find for j = 0 the optimal measurement
is of the form:
N0|0 = (1− a2)|ψ0〉〈ψ0|,
N1|0 =
1
2
(
a|ψ0〉 − i|ψ⊥0 〉
) (
a〈ψ0|+ i〈ψ⊥0 |
)
,
N2|0 =
1
2
(
a|ψ0〉+ i|ψ⊥0 〉
) (
a〈ψ0| − i〈ψ⊥0 |
)
,
where a depends on the geometry of the set and the prior
probabilities [38]: for our case we find a = 1
5
√
3
. The opti-
mal measurements for j = 1, 2 are obtained by symmetry
{Ni|j = U jNi|0(U j)†}. Note that condition (10) is satis-
fied by construction. Turning to condition (15), we find
Tr
(
ρ0N0|0
)
=
74
75
,
Tr
(
ρ1N1|0
)
= Tr
(
ρ2N2|0
)
=
32
75
,
with analogous results for j = 1, 2. Concisely,
Tr
(
ρiNi|j
)
= 3275 +
42
75δij . Finally, we can calculate Γ
A:
ΓA =
∑
i,j
piTr
(
ρiNi|j
)
ρiMj
=
∑
i,j
1
3
(
32
75
+
42
75
δij
)
(|ψi〉〈ψi|)
(
2
3
|ψj〉〈ψj |
)
=
30
75
1 =
2
5
1.
For cjσj we obtain:∑
i
piTr
(
ρiNi|j
)
ρAi =
1
3
∑
i
(
32
75
+
42
75
δij
)
ρi
=
16
75
1 +
14
75
ρj
=
2
5
|ψj〉〈ψj |+ 16
75
|ψ⊥j 〉〈ψ⊥j |
from which it is clear that condition (15) is satisfied for
each j.
An analogous situation arises in state discrimination
maximising the mutual information between sender and
receiver - a necessary but not sufficient condition is
known, and for the example of the trine states, is satis-
fied by both the trine measurement, which is not optimal
[34], and the anti-trine measurement, which is optimal
[14]. We finally note that the probability of correctly
identifying the state using this scheme, Tr(ΓA) = 45 , is
considerably worse than that given by the optimal se-
quential measurement from above.
8V. GENERAL BI-PARTITE CASE
A. Necessary and sufficient conditions
Above, for simplicity, we confined our discussion of
optimal sequential measurement strategies to the case
of two-copy state discrimination. The conditions ob-
tained however are easily extended to the general bi-
partite case. Suppose therefore we are provided with
a bi-partite state drawn from a known set {ρABi }, with
known a priori probabilitites {pi}. If our measurement
strategy is restricted to sequential measurements on each
subsystem, with feed-forward, what is the best measure-
ment to make? The allowed measurements on the joint
AB system are again described by POVMs of the form
{pii =
∑
jM
A
j ⊗ NBi|j}, and the probability of correctly
identifying the state is expressed:
Pcorr =
∑
ij
piTrAB
(
ρABi M
A
j ⊗NBi|j
)
.
Following the same reasoning as in Section III, the nec-
essary conditions eqns (10), (15) become:∑
i
piTrA
(
ρABi Mj
)
Ni|j − pkTrA
(
ρABk Mj
) ≥ 0,∑
i,j
piTrB
(
ρABi Ni|j
)
Mj −
∑
i
piTrB
(
ρABi Ni|k
) ≥ 0,
with the following interpretation: given a measurement
MAj on system A, {NBi|j}must be optimal for discriminat-
ing the updated states σBi|j , occuring with probabilities
pi|j :
σBi|j =
TrA
(
ρABi M
A
j
)
TrAB
(
ρABi M
A
j
) ,
pi|j =
piTrAB
(
ρABi M
A
j
)∑
k pkTrAB
(
ρABk M
A
j
) .
Similarly, given measurements {{NBi|j}} on system B,
{MAj } must be optimal for discriminating the states σAj ,
occuring with probabilities qj :
σBj =
∑
i piTrB
(
ρABi N
B
i|j
)
∑
k pkTrAB
(
ρABk N
B
k|j
) ,
qj =
∑
i piTrAB
(
ρABi N
B
i|j
)
∑
l
∑
k pkTrAB
(
ρABk N
B
k|l
) .
Finally, following the same argument as in Section III,
the necessary and sufficient condition for optimality of
{pij =
∑
jMj ⊗ Ni|j} for discriminating the general bi-
partite states {ρABi } becomes:∑
i,j
piTrB
(
ρABi Ni|j
)
Mj −
∑
k
pkTrB
(
ρABk N˜k
)
≥ 0,
(19)
where {N˜k} is any physically allowed measurement on
system B.
B. Example: Three Bell states
As an example of the general case, we consider the
simple case of discriminating between three Bell states
ρABi = |Ψi〉〈Ψi|:
|Ψ0〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉|0〉+ |1〉|1〉) ,
|Ψ1〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉|1〉+ |1〉|0〉) ,
|Ψ2〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉|0〉 − |1〉|1〉) ,
occurring with equal probabilities pi =
1
3 . Although per-
fect discrimination between any two Bell states is possible
by only local measurements and feed-forward (for exam-
ple, to distinguish between |Ψ0〉 and |Ψ1〉 one need only
measure both systems in the {|0〉, |1〉} basis and look at
the correlations between outcomes) it is known that for
more than two states this is no longer possible [39, 40].
To distinguish between all three states, one strategy is to
simply perform the measurement that perfectly distin-
guishes any two states, and never identify the third. We
show that this strategy is optimal in terms of minimising
the probability of error.
Consider therefore the measurement:
M0 = |0〉〈0|, M1 = |1〉〈1|,
N0|0 = |0〉〈0|, N1|0 = |1〉〈1|, N2|0 = 0,
N0|1 = |1〉〈1|, N1|1 = |0〉〈0|, N2|1 = 0,
that is, both Alice and Bob measure in the {|0〉, |1〉} ba-
sis. Bob takes outcome ‘0’ to indicate state |Ψ0〉, and
outcome ‘1’ to indicate state |Ψ1〉. State |Ψ2〉 is never
identified.
It is useful to rewrite equation (19) as follows:
ΓA − c˜ σ˜ ≥ 0
where
ΓA =
∑
i,j
piTrB
(
ρABi Ni|j
)
Mj ,
c˜ =
∑
k
pkTrAB
(
ρABk N˜k
)
,
σ˜ =
1
c˜
∑
k
pkTrB
(
ρABk N˜k
)
.
Note that σ˜ is a density operator. Further, it is
straight-forward to show that
ΓA =
∑
i,j
piTrB
(
ρABi Ni|j
)
Mj =
1
3
1
A
9while
c˜ =
1
3
∑
k
TrB
(
TrA(ρ
AB
k )N˜k
)
=
1
3
∑
k
TrB
((
1
2
1
B
)
N˜k
)
=
1
3
,
where the second line follows as the reduced density op-
erator for system B in all cases is proportional to the
identity 1B , and the last line follows from the POVM
condition
∑
N˜k = 1
B . Thus the condition (19) becomes
1− σ˜ ≥ 0,
which is true for any arbitrary density operator σ˜. Thus
{Mj ⊗ Ni|j} is an optimal measurement among sequen-
tial strategies for discrimination of the three Bell states.
A similar approach could be taken to the problem of dis-
criminating all four Bell states, but this complicates the
analysis without changing the basic conclusions.
C. Example: Domino states
FIG. 3. Graphical representation of the domino states as
domino tiles.
The domino states are an orthonormal basis of a two
qutrit system, composed entirely of product states, which
nevertheless are not perfectly distinguishable by local
measurement and classical communication (LOCC) [21].
These were the first set of states for which it was shown
explicitly that information encoded in product states is
not all available through local measurements. The set of
states is given by:
|ψ1〉 = |1〉|1〉,
|ψ2〉 = |0〉|0 + 1〉,
|ψ3〉 = |0〉|0− 1〉,
|ψ4〉 = |2〉|1 + 2〉,
|ψ5〉 = |2〉|1− 2〉,
|ψ6〉 = |1 + 2〉|0〉,
|ψ7〉 = |1− 2〉|0〉,
|ψ8〉 = |0 + 1〉|2〉,
|ψ9〉 = |0− 1〉|2〉,
where |i ± j〉 = 1√
2
(|i〉 ± |j〉). A useful graphical repre-
sentation of the states is given in Fig. 3. As the states are
orthonormal, they are perfectly distinguishable by a joint
measurement. While it is known that any local measure-
ment strategy, possibly consisting of many rounds of mea-
surement and classical communication, cannot achieve
perfect discrimination, in practice known lower bounds
are really very small – the information deficit of any local
protocol is at least 5.31× 10−6 (compared to an achiev-
able value of log2 9 = 3.17 bits) [21], while the probability
of error is at least 1.9 × 10−8 [41]. Although this is of
theoretical interest, if these bounds are achievable it is
fair to say that for all practical purposes the states are
distinguishable by a local strategy, albeit one with many
rounds of communication.
1. A candidate sequential measurement
We recently gave the achievable probability of correct
discrimination using sequential measurements for these
states [42]. Here we give an alternative proof, which
uses the conditions introduced earlier. Motivated by the
double-copy trine example, in which the best strategy
rules out one state in the first step and discriminates op-
timally between the remaining two in the second step,
we consider strategies that partition the allowed states
into subsets in the first step and discriminate between
the states within a subset in the second step. Note that
amongst the domino states there are a total of 8 subsets
that are perfectly distinguishable on the second system
alone. These are:
S1 = {|ψ1〉, |ψ6〉, |ψ8〉}
S2 = {|ψ1〉, |ψ6〉, |ψ9〉}
S3 = {|ψ1〉, |ψ7〉, |ψ8〉}
S4 = {|ψ1〉, |ψ7〉, |ψ9〉}
S5 = {|ψ2〉, |ψ3〉, |ψ8〉}
S6 = {|ψ2〉, |ψ3〉, |ψ9〉}
S7 = {|ψ4〉, |ψ5〉, |ψ6〉}
S8 = {|ψ4〉, |ψ5〉, |ψ7〉}
We therefore begin with the conjecture that the best
measurement for discriminating the domino states opti-
mally assigns the state to one of these subsets at the first
step, and discriminates perfectly between the remaining
3 states in the second step. Thus the only error is intro-
duced in the first step. Denoting now |ψi〉 = |φi〉|χi〉, the
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probability of identifying the correct state is
Pcorr =
∑
ij
pi〈φi|Mj |φi〉〈χi|Ni|j |χi〉
=
1
9
∑
j
∑
i∈Ij
〈φi|Mj |φi〉
=
8
3
∑
j
1
8
Tr
1
3
∑
i∈Ij
|φi〉〈φi|Mj

where in the second line we have used the fact that
〈χi|Ni|j |χi〉 = 1 if |χi〉 is in the subset Sj , and is zero
otherwise, and we have defined the index set Ij such
that i ∈ Ij if |ψi〉 ∈ Sj . Thus {Mj} is the optimal mea-
surement for discriminating the states
ρj =
1
3
∑
i∈Ij
|φi〉〈φi|, (20)
formed by taking an equal mixture of states in the subsets
{Sj}, and occuring with equal probabilities pj = 18 .
2. Optimal subset discrimination
The optimal measurement {Mj} and probability of
success may be derived analytically, and are given in Ap-
pendix B. Here we discuss some of the symmetries of
the states which allow us to simplify the problem, be-
fore proving that this measurement scheme results in an
optimal sequential strategy.
The states
{
ρj = TrB
(∑
i∈Ij |ψi〉〈ψi|
)}
have a lot of
symmetry, in particular the set is invariant under the
unitaries:
U0 = −|0〉〈0|+ |1〉〈1|+ |2〉〈2|,
U1 = |0〉〈2|+ |1〉〈1|+ |2〉〈0|, (21)
which simply permute the states within the set. To make
this point clear, it is useful to list the states explicitly:
ρ1 =
1
3
TrB (|ψ1〉〈ψ1|+ |ψ6〉〈ψ6|+ |ψ8〉〈ψ8|)
=
1
3
(|1〉〈1|+ |1 + 2〉〈1 + 2|+ |0 + 1〉〈0 + 1|) ,
ρ2 =
1
3
(|1〉〈1|+ |1 + 2〉〈1 + 2|+ |0− 1〉〈0− 1|) ,
ρ3 =
1
3
(|1〉〈1|+ |1− 2〉〈1− 2|+ |0 + 1〉〈0 + 1|) ,
ρ4 =
1
3
(|1〉〈1|+ |1− 2〉〈1− 2|+ |0− 1〉〈0− 1|) ,
ρ5 =
2
3
|0〉〈0|+ 1
3
|0 + 1〉〈0 + 1|,
ρ6 =
2
3
|0〉〈0|+ 1
3
|0− 1〉〈0− 1|,
ρ7 =
2
3
|2〉〈2|+ 1
3
|1 + 2〉〈1 + 2|,
ρ8 =
2
3
|2〉〈2|+ 1
3
|1− 2〉〈1− 2|. (22)
Clearly, applying either U0 or U1 to any of the states
in the set simply results in another state from the same
set. UkρjU
†
k = ρσk(j) for some permutation σk(j). We
may therefore expect the optimal measurement {Mj}
to have the same symmetries – indeed for any mea-
surement {Mj}, we can construct another measurement
{M ′σk(j) = UkMjU
†
k} which has the same probability of
success. As the figure of merit is linear, a probabilistic
mixture of such strategies {M ′′j = 12
(
M ′j +Mj
)} achieves
the same probability of success, and further has the sym-
metry property UkM
′′
j U
†
k = M
′′
σk(j)
. Thus we can restrict
attention to measurements which have the same symme-
try properties as the states.
Turning now to the operator
ΓA =
∑
ij
pi〈χi|Ni|j |χi〉 (|φi〉〈φi|Mj)
=
1
9
∑
j
∑
i∈Ij
|φi〉〈φi|Mj
=
8
3
∑
j
1
8
ρjMj , (23)
we further note that
UkΓ
AU†k =
8
3
∑
j
1
8
UkρjMjU
†
k
=
8
3
∑
j
1
8
(
UkρjU
†
k
)(
UkMjU
†
k
)
=
8
3
∑
j
1
8
ρσk(j)Mσk(j) = Γ
A.
Thus ΓA is invariant under both U0, and U1, and it fol-
lows that it must have the form:
ΓA =
1
3
∑
j
ρjMj ,
= p (|0〉〈0|+ |2〉〈2|) + q|1〉〈1|. (24)
In Appendix B we show that p = 19
1
12 (17 +
√
7
√
31) '
0.294, q = 19
1
16 (21+
√
7
√
31) ' 0.248, giving a probability
of correctly identifying the state of
Pcorr = 2p+ q ' 0.836.
3. An optimal sequential strategy
We can now use condition (19) to prove that this is the
best possible sequential measurement. Again, we outline
here some of the symmetry arguments that allow us to
simplify the problem, and give the remaining details in
Appendix B. Eqn. 19 becomes
ΓA − 1
9
∑
k
〈χk|N˜k|χk〉|φk〉〈φk| ≥ 0.
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It is useful to define the non-normalized state
σ˜ =
∑
k
〈χk|N˜k|χk〉|φk〉〈φk|
= 〈1|N˜1|1〉|1〉〈1|
+
(
〈0 + 1|N˜2|0 + 1〉+ 〈0− 1|N˜3|0− 1〉
)
|0〉〈0|
+
(
〈1 + 2|N˜4|1 + 2〉+ 〈1− 2|N˜5|1− 2〉
)
|2〉〈2|
+〈0|N˜6|0〉|1 + 2〉〈1 + 2|+ 〈0|N˜7|0〉|1− 2〉〈1− 2|
+〈2|N˜8|2〉|0 + 1〉〈0 + 1|+ 〈2|N˜9|2〉|0− 1〉〈0− 1|,
(25)
and we wish to show that ΓA− 19 σ˜ ≥ 0, for all σ˜ resulting
from an allowed measurement {N˜j}.
We can again use symmetry properties of the states to
considerably restrict the set of measurements we need to
consider. Consider this time the unitaries
V0 = −|0〉〈0|+ |1〉〈1|+ |2〉〈2|
V1 = |0〉〈0|+ |1〉〈1| − |2〉〈2|
Note that the operator σ˜ is unchanged if we make the
substitution
N˜ ′j = V0N˜jV
†
0 , j 6= 2, 3
N˜ ′2 = V0N˜3V
†
0 ,
N˜ ′3 = V0N˜2V
†
0 ,
or indeed under a strategy which is formed from a mix-
ture of such strategies. We can make similar arguments
for V1, with the result that we only need consider strate-
gies such that the following combinations of operators are
invariant under both V0 and V1, and therefore must be
diagonal in the {|0〉, |1〉, |2〉} basis: {N˜1, N˜2 + N˜3, N˜4 +
N˜5, N˜6, N˜7, N˜8, N˜9}. Further, amongst such strategies
it is clear that in order to maximise the coefficients
〈χk|N˜k|χk〉 we only need consider those such that
N˜1 = c1|1〉〈1|,
N˜2 = c2 (cosα|0〉+ sinα|1〉) (cosα〈0|+ sinα|1〉) ,
N˜3 = c2 (cosα|0〉 − sinα|1〉) (cosα〈0| − sinα|1〉) ,
N˜4 = c4 (cosβ|2〉+ sinβ|1〉) (cosβ〈2|+ sinβ|1〉) ,
N˜5 = c4 (cosβ|2〉 − sinβ|1〉) (cosβ〈2| − sinβ|1〉) ,
N˜6 = c6|0〉〈0|,
N˜7 = c7|0〉〈0|,
N˜8 = c8|2〉〈2|,
N˜9 = c9|2〉〈2|, (26)
where 0 ≤ α, β ≤ pi/2 and for constants
c1, c2, c4, c6, c7, c8, c9 ≥ 0 satisfying
c1 + 2c2 sin
2 α+ 2c4 sin
2 β = 1,
2c2 cos
2 α+ c6 + c7 = 1,
2c4 cos
2 β + c8 + c9 = 1.
First note that for α = β = pi4 all such measurements are
convex combinations of the eight fiducial measurements
{N˜1 = |1〉〈1|, N˜i = |0〉〈0|, N˜j = |2〉〈2|},
{N˜2 = |0 + 1〉〈0 + 1|, N˜3 = |0− 1〉〈0− 1|, N˜j = |2〉〈2|},
{N˜4 = |1 + 2〉〈1 + 2|, N˜5 = |1− 2〉〈1− 2|, N˜i = |0〉〈0|},
where i = 6, 7, j = 8, 9. Each such measurement leads
to σ˜ = 3ρj for some j. Since for ρj defined in eqn 20,
ΓA − 13ρj ≥ 0 by construction, any convex combination
of such measurements satisfies ΓA− 19 σ˜ ≥ 0, as required.
The remaining cases, in which α, β 6= pi4 must be con-
sidered separately. It is straight-forward to show that
ΓA − 19 σ˜ ≥ 0 for these cases also – details of all possi-
ble measurements and the corresponding calculations are
given in Appendix B.
Thus we find that the optimal sequential strategy for
discriminating between the domino states with equal pri-
ors identifies the state correctly with probability 83.6%.
As the optimal joint measurement discriminates the
states perfectly, there is a significant gap in performance,
which could in principle be demonstrated experimentally.
VI. A RELATED DISCRIMINATION PROBLEM
We conclude by discussing an interpretation of the
states σj , defined in equation (12), and thus a second dis-
crimination problem for which {Mj ⊗ Ni|j} provides an
optimal measurement. For simplicity we refer to the two
copy case throughout, but the discussion applies equally
to the general bi-partite case. Recall that, in a mea-
surement on system B described by POVM {Ni|j}, the
probability of identifying a given state ρi correctly from
the set {ρk} with prior probabilities {pk} is given by the
joint probability:
P(ρi, i) = P(ρi)P(i|ρi) = piTr(ρiNi|j),
while the overall probability of correctly identifying the
prepared state is obtained by summing over each possi-
ble i: P(corr|{Ni|j}) =
∑
i piTr(ρiNi|j), where we have
chosen the notation to make explicit the dependence on
the choice of measurement {Ni|j}. We can thus interpret
the ratio of these as the conditional probability that state
ρi was prepared given that measurement {Ni|j} was per-
formed and the state was identified correctly as a result.
Explicitly:
P(ρi|corr, {Ni|j}) =
piTr
(
ρiNi|j
)∑
k pkTr
(
ρkNk|j
) .
We thus arrive at an interpretation for the state σAj – it
is the state we should assign to system A, given knowl-
edge that a measurement {Ni|j} performed on system B
identified the state correctly (but importantly, without
knowledge of the particular outcome of measurement on
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B):
σAj =
∑
i
P(ρi|corr, {Ni|j})ρAi .
Similarly, consider the probabilities qj : if a measurement
is chosen from the set {{Ni|j}} with equal probabilities
1/n, then qj represents the conditional probability that
the measurement used was {Ni|j}, given the knowledge
that the state was correctly identified:
qj =
cj∑
k ck
=
1
nP(corr|{Ni|j})
1
n
∑
k P(corr|{Ni|k})
= P({Ni|j}|corr).
{Mj} is thus the optimal measurement for discriminat-
ing the residual states on system A, given that a mea-
surement chosen from the set {{Ni|j}} was performed on
system B, and the state of system B was correctly iden-
tified as a result. {Mj} is the measurement that allows
us to optimally guess which measurement was performed
on B.
Suppose further that another measurement {N˜i} is
added to the set of possible measurements {Ni|j}, on B.
If we now define
σ˜A =
∑
i
P(ρi|corr, {N˜i})ρAi ,
q′j =
1
n+1P(corr|{Ni|j})
1
n+1
(∑
k P(corr|{Ni|k}) + P(corr|{N˜i})
)
= P({Ni|j}|corr),
q˜ =
1
n+1P(corr|{N˜i})
1
n+1
(∑
k P(corr|{Ni|k}) + P(corr|{N˜i})
)
= P({N˜i}|corr),
we can rewrite condition (16) as follows:∑
i,j
q′jσ
A
j M
A
j − q˜ σ˜A ≥ 0,
where σAj are defined as before. This tells us that the
measurement which discriminates optimally between the
states {σAj }, but which never identifies {σ˜} remains op-
timal for the new set. That is, the optimal measurement
{Mj} is unchanged by the addition of a new measure-
ment to the set used to measure system B.
We thus arrive at a new discrimination problem, seem-
ingly unrelated to our original problem of interest, but
for which the measurement {MAj ⊗Ni|j} also provides an
optimal strategy, and for which the conditions (15) and
(16) have a natural interpretation. Consider the follow-
ing game involving three parties, Alice, Bob, and Claire.
Claire prepares two copies of a state ρi, drawn from a
given set {ρj} with priors {pj}, and sends one copy to
Alice and one to Bob. Claire also sends an index j to
Bob (this is classical information and may be sent over
a classical channel), chosen with equal probabilities from
the set 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, where n is an integer chosen by
Alice and Bob, and is the payout they will receive if they
win the game. Alice and Bob each perform a measure-
ment on their system, following which Bob must make a
guess as to the state ρi, while Alice must guess the index
j. Alice and Bob can pre-agree on a strategy, but can-
not communicate with one another once the game begins.
They win only if both guesses are correct. Their strategy
is as follows: Alice always makes the measurement {Mj},
while Bob’s chosen measurement depends on the index j
received from Claire – given j, Bob makes measurement
{Ni|j}. The probability that Alice and Bob win the game
is simply
P(win) =
∑
i,j
P(i)P(j)Tr(ρiNi|j)Tr(ρiMj)
=
1
n
∑
i,j
piTr(ρiNi|j)Tr(ρiMj),
and the expected payout is thus
〈Payout〉 = nP(win) =
∑
i,j
piTr(ρiNi|j)Tr(ρiMj).
This is the same figure of merit as that given in eqn
(8). Thus the optimal measurement strategy maximising
the expected payout for Alice and Bob is the same as
the optimal sequential measurement discriminating the
bi-partite states {ρi ⊗ ρi}.
VII. DISCUSSION
We have discussed the problem of extracting classi-
cal information from a set of bi-partite states, when the
measurement strategy is restricted to sequential measure-
ments of each subsystem, with feed-forward of classical
information in between measurements. As this is a phys-
ically well-motivated class, it is useful to understand how
well it performs compared to the ability to perform ar-
bitrary joint measurements, which in many physical sys-
tems is still technologically challenging. We have con-
structed an analogue of the Helstrom conditions for se-
quential measurement strategies. Like the Helstrom con-
ditions, it is not obvious how to use this condition to
construct an optimal measurement, but we show how for
certain examples it is possible to use the condition to
prove optimality of a candidate measurement procedure.
Our necessary and sufficient condition for optimality
of a given sequential measurement still contains an ar-
bitrary measurement on one subsystem. We have been
unable to find a condition which is both necessary and
sufficient and requires only the set of states and a can-
didate measurement. It would certainly be useful to find
one, but in the absence of such, given a candidate opti-
mal measurement our condition reduces the complexity
of checking optimality from optimising over both systems
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to just optimising over one. It would also be interesting in
the future to extend this analysis to other figures of merit
such as those which interpolate between minimum-error
and unambiguous discrimination [19], or which maximise
the success rate of discrimination while allowing for in-
conclusive results [43, 44].
For the two-copy trine case, the probability of suc-
cess of the optimal sequential measurement is 96 % of
the value achieved by the optimal global measurement
[28]. The optimal sequential measurement sometimes
rules out one of the states with certainty, thus provid-
ing information not given by the optimal global strategy,
at the expense of a slightly higher probability of failure.
Nonetheless, the difference in performance is arguably
too small to motivate experimental implementation of
the joint measurement. In fact, although we do not give
the details here, we have found that for two copies of
any set of symmetric qubit states, the optimal sequen-
tial measurement performs almost as well as the optimal
joint measurement.
We have given the optimal sequential measurement for
discriminating the domino states. This set of orthogonal
product states has played an important role in quantify-
ing the difference between local measurements and sepa-
rable measurements [21], but the more practical question
of how well a sequential measurement performs seems not
to have been considered in the literature until recently
[42]. We gave here an alternative proof for the optimal
sequential measurement, which reveals a significant gap
between the probability of success of discrimination of
the optimal sequential measurement (83.6%) and the op-
timal global measurement, which discriminates the states
perfectly.
We further introduced a complementary discrimina-
tion problem, in the form of a three-party game, which
requires optimisation of the same figure of merit as our
original problem of minimising the error over sequential
measurement strategies. This game arises naturally in
providing an interpretation for the conditions an optimal
measurement must satisfy, and provides a new perspec-
tive on the sequential measurement problem.
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Appendix A: Proof of optimality for the double
trine ensemble
To prove optimality of the sequential measurement
scheme given in the text, we wish to show that the largest
eigenvalue of
σ˜ =
1
3
∑
k
Tr(ρkN˜k)ρk
is less than or equal to 12pH =
1
4
(
1 +
√
3
2
)
for any phys-
ically allowed measurement {N˜k}. We begin by writing
the trine states ρj in the Bloch sphere representation:
ρj =
1
2
(
I + cos
(
2pij
3
)
σx + sin
(
2pij
3
)
σy
)
.
Writing sk =
1
3Tr
(
ρkN˜k
)
we thus obtain
σ˜ =
1
2
((s0 + s1 + s2)I
+(s0 − 1
2
(s1 + s2))σx +
√
3
2
(s1 − s2)σy)
with eigenvalues
λ± =
1
2
(s0 + s1 + s2)
±1
2

√√√√(s0 − 1
2
(s1 + s2)
)2
+
(√
3
2
(s1 − s2)
)2
=
1
2
(s0 + s1 + s2)
±1
2
|s0 + e 2pii3 s1 + e− 2pii3 s2|.
Thus it follows that there exists some θ such that the
largest eigenvalue, λ+ may be written:
λ+ =
1
2
(s0 + s1 + s2)
+
1
2
eiθ
(
s0 + e
2pii
3 s1 + e
− 2pii3 s2
)
,
=
1
2
(1 + cos θ)s0 +
1
2
[
1 + cos
(
θ +
2pi
3
)]
s1
+
1
2
[
1 + cos
(
θ − 2pi
3
)]
s2
=
1
2
[∑
k
qkTr
(
ρkN˜k
)]
,
where in the second equality we use the fact that λ+
is real, and in the last line we have substituted for sk,
and defined qk =
1
3
(
1 + cos
(
θ + 2pik3
))
. Each strategy
{N˜k} thus defines a θ such that the above equalities hold.
For each such θ, we can find an upper bound for λ+ by
considering the optimisation problem of discriminating
the states {ρk} occuring with priors qk:
λ+ ≤ 1
2
Pcorr ({qkρk}) .
We thus wish to find the optimal strategy {pik} for dis-
criminating the trine states with a priori probabilities
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1
3
(
1 + cos
(
θ + 2pik3
))
, ultimately maximising the proba-
bility of correctness also over θ. Finally, if this maximum
is achievable then we have succeeded in finding the opti-
mal λ+.
We first choose, without loss of generality, to consider
q0 ≥ q1 ≥ q2. This corresponds to −pi3 ≤ θ ≤ 0. We use
the strategy in [28] of bounding the probability of cor-
rectly identifying the state by considering the problem
of discriminating q0ρ0 from q1ρ1 + q2ρ2. As any strat-
egy which discriminates all three states also discrimi-
nates these two states, the optimal probability of cor-
rectly identifying the state for this problem is greater
than or equal to that for discriminating all three states
Pcorr({qkρk}) ≤ Pcorr(q0ρ0, q1ρ1 + q2ρ2)
=
1
2
(1 + Tr|q0ρ0 − (q1ρ1 + q2ρ2)|)
Substituting for qk, ρk, after a little algebra we obtain:
Pcorr({qkρk}) ≤ 1
2
1 + 2
3
√(
1 +
1
4
cos θ
)2
+
(
3
4
sin θ
)2 .
For θ in the range −pi3 ≤ θ ≤ 0, this is a monotonically
decreasing function of θ, thus the maxmimum occurs at
the boundary of the allowed domain, at θ = −pi3 , corre-
sponding to
Pcorr({qkρk}) ≤ 1
2
(
1 +
√
3
2
)
.
Thus we obtain λ+ ≤ 14
(
1 +
√
3
2
)
, as desired. Further
this bound is achievable, by the strategy given by [28]
and outlined in the main text.
Appendix B: Domino states
We begin with the optimal measurement {Mj} to dis-
criminate the states {ρj} given by eqn (22), occuring with
equal probabilities pj = p =
1
8 . Our strategy is to search
for Γ = 18
∑
j ρiMi satisfying Γ− 18ρj ≥ 0, and then use
eqn (7) to find {Mj}. In fact, as ΓA defined in eqn (23)
is simply proportional to Γ, ΓA = 83Γ, and eqn (7) still
holds when multiplied by a constant, we work directly
with ΓA and search for ΓA, {Mj} satisfying
ΓA − 1
3
ρj ≥ 0,(
ΓA − 1
3
ρj
)
Mj = 0
for all j.
Recall, as argued in the main text, that ΓA is invariant
under the unitaries U0, U1 from eqn (21), and thus has
the form ΓA = p (|0〉〈0|+ |2〉〈2|) + q|1〉〈1|. We further
note that it suffices to check the inequality for ρ1 and ρ5,
as all other states can be obtained from these by applica-
tion of some combination of U0 and U1, by symmetry it
then holds for all j. For ρ1, this condition – expressed in
matrix form in the {|0 + 2〉, |1〉, |0− 2〉} basis – becomes:
ΓA − 1
3
ρ1 =
 p− 118 − 19√2 0− 1
9
√
2
q − 29 0
0 0 p− 118
 ≥ 0.
Thus we require p ≥ 118 , q ≥ 29 and(
p− 1
18
)(
q − 2
9
)
−
(
1
9
√
2
)2
≥ 0. (B1)
For ρ5, the condition is more conveniently expressed in
the {|0〉, |1〉, |2〉} basis, in which it has matrix form:
ΓA − 1
3
ρ5 =
 p− 518 − 118 0− 118 q − 118 0
0 0 p
 ≥ 0,
leading to the additional conditions p ≥ 518 , and(
p− 5
18
)(
q − 1
18
)
−
(
1
18
)2
≥ 0. (B2)
Equality in (B1) and (B2) means that each of the op-
erators ΓA − 13ρj has a zero eigenvalue: Mj is then a
weighted projector onto the corresponding eigenvector in
each case. Setting each equal to zero therefore and solv-
ing for p and q gives
p =
1
9
1
12
(17 +
√
7
√
31) ' 0.294,
q =
1
9
1
16
(21 +
√
7
√
31) ' 0.248. (B3)
{Mj} are then fixed up to multiplying factors, which may
be chosen such that
∑
jMj = I.
We now turn to the proof that the sequential measure-
ment strategy given in the main text is indeed the optimal
strategy. We wish to show that ΓA − 19 σ˜ ≥ 0 for all σ˜,
of the form given in eqn (25), where according to sym-
metry arguments we only need consider measurements
{N˜j} of the form (26). Note that all measurements of
this form may be considered to be probabilistic mixtures
of a smaller set of fiducial measurements. An exhaustive
list of those that cannot be decomposed as a mixture
of other measurements are those in which the following
elements are the only non-zero ones:
{N˜1, N˜i, N˜j}, i = 6, 7, j = 8, 9, α = β = pi/4,
{N˜2, N˜3, N˜j}, j = 8, 9, α = β = pi/4,
{N˜4, N˜5, N˜i}, i = 6, 7, α = β = pi/4,
{N˜1, N˜2, N˜3, N˜j}, j = 8, 9, α < pi/4,
{N˜2, N˜3, N˜i, N˜j}, i = 6, 7, j = 8, 9, α > pi/4,
{N˜1, N˜2, N˜3, N˜4, N˜5}, tan2 α+ tan2 β < 1,
{N˜2, N˜3, N˜4, N˜5, N˜i}, i = 6, 7, tan2 α+ tan2 β > 1,
{N˜2, N˜3, N˜4, N˜5, N˜j}, j = 8, 9, tan2 α+ tan2 β > 1,
{N˜1, N˜4, N˜5, N˜i}, j = 6, 7, β < pi/4,
{N˜4, N˜5, N˜i, N˜j}, i = 6, 7, j = 8, 9, β > pi/4,
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The first three correspond to the case σ˜ = 3ρj for some j,
and the operator inequality holds by construction. The
last three are obtained from others by applying U1, and
so by symmetry we only need check the inequality for the
remaining four. We consider the remaining possibilities
in turn.
Case 1: α < pi4 :
All measurements in which {N˜1, N˜2, N˜3, N˜j}, j = 8, 9
are the only non-zero elements may be parametrised in
the following way, where r = tan2 α, 0 ≤ r < 1:
N˜1 = (1− r)|1〉〈1|,
N˜2 =
1
2
(|0〉+√r|1〉) (〈0|+√r〈1|) ,
N˜3 =
1
2
(|0〉 − √r|1〉) (〈0| − √r〈1|) ,
N˜j = |2〉〈2|.
For j = 8, this leads to
σ˜ = (1− r)|1〉〈1|+ 1
2
(1 +
√
r)2|0〉〈0|+ |0 + 1〉〈0 + 1|
≤ (1− r)|1〉〈1|+ (1 + r)|0〉〈0|+ |0 + 1〉〈0 + 1|,
where we have used the inequality (a + b)2 ≤ 2(a2 +
b2). Note that the j = 9 case is obtained by applying
U0 to σ˜ and thus by symmetry we only need check the
j = 8 case. For this case, in matrix notation, in the
{|0〉, |1〉, |2〉} basis, we obtain
ΓA− 1
9
σ˜ ≥
 p− 19 (1 + r)− 118 − 118 0− 118 q − 19 (1− r)− 118 0
0 0 p
 .
Note that with the values of p and q calcu-
lated in eqn (B3), the diagonal elements are
all strictly positive, and we further require(
p− 19 (1 + r)− 118 )(q − 19 (1− r)− 118
) − ( 118)2 ≥ 0.
Re-writing the first term in brackets as p− 518 + 19 (1− r)
we obtain(
p− 5
18
)(
q − 1
18
)
−
(
1
18
)2
+
1
9
(1− r)(q − 1
18
− (p− 5
18
)− 1
9
(1− r)) ≥ 0.
The combination of the first two terms is positive accord-
ing to eqn (B2), and the last term is also positive, as is
readily seen by noting 0 < r < 1 and by explicit substi-
tution for p and q (or as a quick check, note that p < 618 ,
while q > 29 ). Thus the inequality holds.
Case 2: α > pi4 :
All measurements in which {N˜2, N˜3, N˜i, N˜j}, i =
6, 7, j = 8, 9 are the only non-zero elements may be
parametrised in the following way, where r = 1tan2 α ,
0 ≤ r < 1:
N˜2 =
1
2
(√
r|0〉+ |1〉) (√r〈0|+ 〈1|) ,
N˜3 =
1
2
(√
r|0〉 − |1〉) (√r〈0| − 〈1|) ,
N˜i = (1− r)|0〉〈0|,
N˜j = |2〉〈2|.
Note that by symmetry, we only need explicitly consider
one value of i and j. For i = 6, j = 8, we obtain
σ˜ =
1
2
(1 +
√
r)2|0〉〈0|+ (1− r)|1 + 2〉〈1 + 2|
+|0 + 1〉〈0 + 1|
≤ (1 + r)|0〉〈0|+ (1− r)|1 + 2〉〈1 + 2|
+|0 + 1〉〈0 + 1|,
≤ (1 + r)|0〉〈0|+ (1− r)|1〉〈1|+ (1− r)|2〉〈2|
+|0 + 1〉〈0 + 1|,
where in the second line we have used the inequality (a+
b)2 ≤ 2(a2 + b2), and in the third line we have added the
positive operator (1 − r)|1 − 2〉〈1 − 2|. Thus in matrix
notation, in the {|0〉, |1〉, |2〉} basis, we obtain
ΓA − 1
9
σ˜ ≥ p− 19 (1 + r)− 118 − 118 0− 118 q − 19 (1− r)− 118 0
0 0 p− 19 (1− r)
 .
The diagonal elements are strictly positive, while(
p− 19 (1 + r)− 118 )(q − 19 (1− r)− 118
) − ( 118)2 ≥ 0 ac-
cording to the discussion in Case 1 above. Thus the op-
erator inequality holds.
Case 3: tan2 α+ tan2 β < 1:
All measurements in which {N˜1, N˜2, N˜3, N˜4, N˜5} are
the only non-zero elements may be parametrised in the
following way, where r = tan2 α, 0 ≤ r < 1, s = tan2 β,
0 ≤ s < 1:
N˜1 = (1− r − s)|1〉〈1|,
N˜2 =
1
2
(|0〉+√r|1〉) (〈0|+√r〈1|) ,
N˜3 =
1
2
(|0〉 − √r|1〉) (〈0| − √r〈1|) ,
N˜4 =
1
2
(|2〉+√s|1〉) (〈2|+√s〈1|) ,
N˜5 =
1
2
(|2〉 − √s|1〉) (〈2| − √s〈1|) .
From eqn (25) we obtain
σ˜ = (1− r − s)|1〉〈1|+ 1
2
(1 +
√
r)2|0〉〈0|
+
1
2
(1 +
√
s)2|2〉〈2|
≤ (1 + r)|0〉〈0|+ (1− r − s)|1〉〈1|+ (1 + s)|2〉〈2|.
where we have used again the inequality (a+b)2 ≤ 2(a2+
b2). This is diagonal in the {|0〉, |1〉, |2〉} basis, and it is
easy to see that ΓA − 19 σ˜ ≥ 0 holds.
Case 4: tan2 α+ tan2 β > 1:
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All measurements in which {N˜2, N˜3, N˜4, N˜5, N˜i}, i =
6, 7, are the only non-zero elements may be parametrised
in the following way, where r = 1tan2 α , 0 ≤ r < 1, s =
tan2 β, 0 ≤ s < 1:
N˜2 =
1− s
2
(√
r|0〉+ |1〉) (√r〈0|+ 〈1|) ,
N˜3 =
1− s
2
(√
r|0〉 − |1〉) (√r〈0| − 〈1|) ,
N˜4 =
1
2
(|2〉+√s|1〉) (〈2|+√s〈1|) ,
N˜5 =
1
2
(|2〉 − √s|1〉) (〈2| − √s〈1|) ,
N˜i = (1− r(1− s))|0〉〈0|,
From eqn (25) we obtain
σ˜ =
1− s
2
(1 +
√
r)2|0〉〈0|+ 1
2
(1 +
√
s)2|2〉〈2|
+(1− r(1− s))|1 + 2〉〈1 + 2|
≤ (1− s)(1 + r)|0〉〈0|+ (1 + s)|2〉〈2|
+(1− r(1− s))|1 + 2〉〈1 + 2|,
< (1− s)(1 + r)|0〉〈0|
2|2〉〈2|+ |1 + 2〉〈1 + 2|,
where we have used again the inequality (a+b)2 ≤ 2(a2+
b2), and in the last line use s < 1. Recall that ΓA is
diagonal in the {|0〉, |1〉, |2〉} basis, so it suffices to check
ΓA − 1
9
(1− s)(1 + r)|0〉〈0| ≥ 0,
which clearly holds as 19 (1− s)(1 + r) < 29 < p, and
ΓA − 2
9
|2〉〈2|+ 1
9
|1 + 2〉〈1 + 2| ≥ 0,
which we recognise as ΓA− 13ρ7 ≥ 0, and therefore holds
by construction.
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